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1 Summary of results
As software systems evolve, developers struggle to track and understand the vast amount of software infor-
mation related to the software source code itself, the application domain, its quality concerns, changes to
the underlying infrastructure, and the software ecosystem at large. In this project we have pursued three re-
search tracks that explore ways in which to assist software developers in modeling, analyzing and ensuring
quality of the software systems they develop.1

Speculative software analysis

In this track we explored the speculative analysis of software information to better support software de-
veloper tasks. Given the importance of comments in source code to understand and maintain software
systems, we decided to focus on analyzing the content and quality of class comments in various program-
ming languages.

Given the unstructured nature of comments and different standards, developers get confused about
which conventions to follow while writing comments. Therefore, they post questions related to comment
convention on Q&A platforms such as Stack Overflow, or Quora. We investigated these sources to gain in-
sight into the challenges developers face. We formed a taxonomy of challenges they face and also collected
the recommendations experts provided to resolve the challenges. The taxonomy can help tool developers
and researchers to identify the gaps in the current tools, and help them design future tools to satisfy devel-
oper information needs. [Ran21] [RPL+21b] [RBP+21]

Knowing that developers become confused about comment conventions, we dived deeper into devel-
oper commenting practices regarding comment conventions. We first explored the adherence of Smalltalk
comments to the commenting conventions. Then we extended the study to Java and Python. In particular,
we analyzed numerous coding style guidelines and open-source projects to see the extent to which develop-
ers follow these guidelines in writing code comments. As a result, we highlighted the aspects of comments
that are not well covered by the style guidelines. [BRPN21] [RAS+21] [RPL+21a]

Pooja Rani contributed to the track on Speculative software analysis. She successfully defended her
dissertation in January 2022 [Ran22], and is currently engaged in post-doctoral research at the newly-
formed Software Engineering Group at the University of Bern.

Executable domain models

In this track we explored how executable domain models can support agile development methods.
To facilitate non-technical stakeholder participation in software engineering (SE) activities, such as

requirements engineering (RE) and software modeling, an appropriate methodology and corresponding
tools must be developed. A traditional round-trip engineering approach based on model transformations
does not scale well to modern agile development environments where numerous artifacts are produced
using a range of heterogeneous tools and technologies. To boost artifact connectivity and maintain their

1NB: a fourth track on API client migration was cut due to the reduction in the requested funding.
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consistency, we proposed to create and manage software-related artifacts as first-class entities directly in an
integrated development environment (IDE). We exemplified our approach in the Glamorous Toolkit IDE,
and discussed the results of a semi-structured pilot survey we conducted with practitioners and researchers
to evaluate its usefulness in practice. [PCSN21] [PCSN22]

With behavior-driven development (BDD), domain experts describe system behavior and desired out-
comes through natural language-like sentences, e.g., using the Gherkin language. There is no empirical
evidence about the actual usage of these Gherkin features. To fill this gap, we analyzed the content of
1,572 spec files extracted from 23 open-source projects. Our results shed some light on the discrepancies
between the recommendations for defining Gherkin specifications and their actual adoption in practice.
[CPSN22]

Nitish Patkar contributed to the track on Executable domain models. He successfully defended his
dissertation in March 2022 [Pat22], and is now working as a research associate at the FHNW.

Domain-specific software quality

In this track we explored how domain-specific quality concerns and their corresponding corrective actions
be effectively specified and monitored. We focused in particular on security concerns in mobile apps. In
recent years the market for apps for mobile devices has exploded. These apps are not only complex but
highly popular. As the average app developer is not a security expert, there is a considerable risk of security
holes in apps.

We carried out a series of empirical studies to determine the security flaws commonly arising in mobile
apps, and we identified numerous “security smells” in software that serve as reliable indicators for security
risks. [GGFN19] [GTNG21] This work led not only to new software analyses to warn developers of
security risks in their software, but also to various techniques to mitigate and counter identified security
risks. [GGNG21] [GGTN20] [GNG21]

In parallel, we also investigated in depth a particular class of security risks related to the use of cryp-
tography in software. Software developed today is increasingly connected to the internet, or is exposed
to internet access. As a consequence, cryptography concerns play an increasingly important role in the
development of modern software systems. Unfortunately, few developers have a deep knowledge of cryp-
tography, and mistakes are frequently made in the usage of crypto APIs. We carried out empirical studies
to assess (i) the state of the art in crypto usage, (ii) known crypto vulnerabilities in the wild, (iii) shortcom-
ings of crypto APIs as used in practice, (iv) the state of developer crypto knowledge and experience, and
(v) root causes and remedies of crypto abuses. [HAEN21] [HGK+19] [HGN20a] [HGN20b] [HGN20c]
[HGN21a] [HG21] [HGN21b] [HNG21] [HNSG21] [EHNG22]

Mohammadreza Hazhirpasand contributed to the track on Domain-specific software quality. He is now
working as a software security expert in the banking sector in Switzerland, and he is scheduled to defend
his dissertation May 11, 2022 [Haz22].

In addition, Pascal Gadient contributed to this track, though he was not employed by project funds. He
is scheduled to defend his dissertation on May 10, 2022 [Gad22].

Changes to the research plan and important Events
There were no major deviations from the research plan.
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2 Research output
All reported publications are available electronically from the project’s home page:

http://scg.unibe.ch/asa3
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